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OMUG Communications

As most of you know our newsletter will be in hiatus for a while, so here is what is planned to fill the gap. Most of
these are already being used, but they will be expanded in scope so that OMUG members can continue to get
timely information.

OMUG Web - Get meeting information, member information, meeting minutes, meeting/workshop notes, tips for
new users, reference documents, and more. OMUG Website

OMUG Tech Blog - Get periodic tech tips, links to current technical information, reviews of apps, and more. New
content will be added several times a week. The weekly TechBits will now appear on the Tech Blog. The Tech Blog
is still under development so you may notice changes from time-to-time. OMUG Tech Blog

OMUG Forum - Here is where you can ask questions, get help, offer help, advertise items for sale. The Forum will
also be used to provide notices to members so all members should register. OMUG Discussion Forum

Email - We will also send occasional emails, as needed.

Mugshot - Although new issues won’t be published for a while, all the past issues are available in the newsletter
archive. Newsletter Archives

Tips and Tricks

Forecast Weather app
Forecast for Mac browser
Dark Sky for iPhone and iPad

PrintFriendly bookmarklet
Print Friendly & PDF

Using Mail Stationery

Q&A

How do I restore a deleted Mail folder?

Problem:

I deleted all 2400 messages in the Mail Archive folder  

Solution:

1. IMAP - delete the account and set it up again

http://ocalamug.org/
http://ocalamug.org/wp1/
http://ocalamug.org/discussion-group/
http://ocalamug.org/member-resources/newsletter-archives/
http://forecast.io/#/f/29.2537,-82.1029
http://darkskyapp.com/
http://www.printfriendly.com/
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1. IMAP - delete the account and set it up again
2. Restore from TimeMachine
3. Restore from Clone backup

~/Library/Mail

I Can’t Open a Downloaded App

Error message:

The app can't be opened because it was not downloaded from the Mac App Store"  

This is a safety feature in OS X to block malware. If you trust the source you can load the app by holding the shift
key down when you click the icon. Then select “Open” and you will be able to install the app.
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